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HIGH SECURITY FENCE CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

FENCE SIZES & ACCESSORIES

GALVATEC® PROCESS

HSF Activa™ is made of high security welded mesh fence manufactured 
using 4.00 mm. (8 ga.) GALVATEC® wire (Alu-Zinc alloy) both for vertical 
and horizontal wires. Mesh size is 76.2 x 12.7 mm. (3 x 0,5 inches) and 
could be supplied Galvatec® coated only or powder PVC coated in 
several colours.

HSF Activa™ is a fully customizable solution available for both ground 
and wall mounting applications with standard panel size having the 
following dimensions: 
for ground mounting applications - 2/2.5/3m (h) x 2/2.2/2.5m (l), for wall 
mounting applications - 1/1.5/2m (h) x 2/2.2/2.5m (l).
On request up to 6m high panels can be manufactured for special 
applications. Optionally are available:  

Cable Ducts
Up to 5 cable ducts (1 is already included to contain HSF Activa bus 
cable) are available to run, hidden in the fence structure, any type of 
cables e.g. Power or Fiber Optic cables used to connect additional 
equipments such as CCTV cameras or lighting systems.

Single or double extended arms
Depending on the level of security requested, single or double extended 
arms can be optionally mounted on top of the Fence. Extended arms 
can be provided with anticlimbing grid, razor or barbed wire concertina.

SMALL MESH OPENING
HSF Activa™ adopts small mesh opening 
0,5" (12.7mm only) which prevents from 
potential hand- and footholds resulting 
impossible to climb without special tools

The Galvatec® Process, alloy combining 95% zinc and 
5% aluminium, provides an important anti-corrosion 
coating to all our products manufactured through this 
ultimate coating system.

HSF Activa™ is the result of a strong cooperation between European leading manufacturing companies lead 
by Sicurit and Cavatorta. Developed for high-end applications such as border and Airport security, HSF Activa™ 
is a High Security Fence that combines high resiliency, pin-point detection and a unique design that makes it 
impossible to climb with bare hands (hand and footholds reduced to 76.2x12.7mm only). 
HSF Activa™ has been designed to completely hide all detection components, including the bus cable making it 
the first and unique of its kind completely vandal and tamper proof.

MECHANICAL FEATURES VALUE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT INTERNATIONAL NORMS

Wire tensile strength 540-615* N/mm2 --

Welding resistance point ≥378 N ASTM. A 185-06

Zinc/aluminium alloy adherence 1 (excellent) -- UNI-EN 10244-2

Panel tolerance length -0/+1 % --

ZN-AL weight (min) 285 g/m2 UNI-EN 10244-2

Zinc/Aluminium thickness coating -43 µm --

Ø wire tolerance ±0,070 µm UNI-EN 10244-2



DESCRIPTION
At the heart of HSF Activa is a sophisticated Pin-Point detection (+/- 2.5m 
detection resolution) system that compared to traditional fence-mounted 
systems is completely hidden and tamper proof. Sensors are housed in 
specific compartments inside HSF posts, while the connecting bus cable is 
lead inside special cable ducts which are part of the fencing structure. Being 
the Fence designed to be climb-proof and wire-cutter proof, the detection 
system detects vibrations caused mainly by mechanical impulses arising from 
the attempt to break the perimeter by means of a ladder or breaking though 
using special tools such as grinders. Furthermore HSF Activa uses „Differential 
Logic“ which radically reduces false alarms caused by critical weather 
conditions (e.g. heavy rain, wind, hail) allowing the system to optimally operate 
under any environmental conditions without affecting system performances.

PIN POINT DETECTION SYSTEM

Control Unit

HYPERPOWER™ ALARM MONITORING AND 
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
HyperPower™ is a Windows® based alarm monitoring and management 
platform (SW) that provides to security operators a clear tool for properly 
manage the data coming from SICURIT PIDS and any third party integrated 
devices. 
HyperPower™ employs advanced software technology to enable the system 
easily handling the huge amount of data received from its peripherals. 
System administrators can easily configure arm/disarm functions, user codes, 
time zone access, level of access, user group and touch screen terminals 
time restrictions and define any kind of alarm reactions. Thanks to the free 
SDK license, HyperPower™ can be integrated in any third party VMS or 
PSIM. Current integrations include Geutebrueck®, Lensec®, Milestone® and 
Winguard®.

NEW HSF-ACTIVA FOR WALL MOUNTING APPLICATIONS



Hidden Protection Sensor

Cable Ducts

 3 EXTENDED TEMPERATURE RANGE   
Suitable for extreme environments with 
temperatures from -55°C up to +85°C.



HDS (Hidden Detection Sensor)

The Sensitive elements of HSF Activa are made of digital Piezo electric sensors hidden inside 
the fence posts interconnected by a bus cable leads inside special cable ducts which are part of 
the fence structure. The Piezo electric sensors converts mechanical shocks into signals that are 
processed from a Line Controller (FSHLCP) which send its final evaluation to HSF main Control 
Unit (HSFCUP). Each detector has its own address and parameters can be set independently. The 
detection accuracy of the location of the intrusion is to each individual detection sensor HDS – Pin 
Point Detection. 

DETECTION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

HSFLCP (Line Controller)

The line controller HSFLCP can connect up to 500 HDS and several Input modules HSFLI via a 2 
wire bus cable which also power supply the connected elements. The communication is based 
on the principal of periodic queries: HSFLCP receives information from all modules connected, 
processes them and transmits the result via serial interface RS232 to the control unit HSFCUP. The 
line controller also provides galvanic isolation of the detection line from the rest of the system, 
which increases the system resistance to electrical shocks. The line controller is placed in a plastic 
holder suitable for the installation on DIN rail.

HSFCUP (Control Unit) 

On the base of the internal algorithm the control unit HSFCUP evaluates events coming from 
each individual detector and inputs (via HSFLI Input module) and subsequently controls 
dependent activities such as switching outputs, controlling cameras and sending alarm 
information  into HyperPower™ Security Management SW. The control unit HSFCUP is equipped 
with several ports for control and communication with external modules. Furthermore is 
equipped with four outputs which are free programmable and can be used e.g. for signalling the 
basic statuses of the system.
The Ethernet connection is used for connection into HyperPower™ Security Management SW 
and for controlling other devices. It is also equipped with RS485 bus, which enables to control 
telemetries of analogue PTZ cameras. Networked PTZ cameras and other systems can be also 
directly controlled via Ethernet via ONVIF protocol. The unit can control up to two line controllers 
HSFLCP via RS232 bus. It is also able to record the log of events on the internal micro SD card. 
The control unit is placed in the plastic holder suitable for the installation on DIN rail and must be 
equipped with a suitable IP protection cover for the outdoor environment.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
up to 500 HDS (for each HSFLCP)  

Analogue PTZ

ALARM MONITORING &
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM HSFLCP

RS232

RS232
HSFLIP

TCP/IP

IP PTZ 

TCP/IP RS485 Telemetry

HSFCUP

HSFIOPLAN HSFIOPEXP
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HDS TECH FEATURES

Power supply From the controller bus line

Consumption 0.7 mA typically

Operating temperature range From -60°C to +85°C

IP protection IP65

Dimensions 30 x 50 x 14 mm (mounting braket: 35 x 150 x 51 mm)

HSFLCP TECH FEATURES

Max number of connected HDS 500

Power supply voltage 9-16 VDC

Consumption 60 mA (350 mA at full HDS number)

Operating temperature range From -25°C to +65°C

Dimensions 148 x 126 x 58 mm

HSFCUP TECH FEATURES

Max number of connected 
HSFLCP 2

Power supply voltage 9-16 VDC

Consumption 160 mA

Operating temperature range From -25°C to +65°C

Inputs 1 x tamper contact

Outputs 4 x Open Collector

Dimensions 148 x 126 x 58 mm

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES* DESCRIPTION

HSFLIP 2x Input module (connected to HSF Activa bus cable)

HSFIOPLAN Ethernet output module - 2 double balanced Inputs/16 Outputs

HSFIOEXP 16 Outputs expansion module (to be connected to HSFIOPLAN)

*Contact SICURIT for the complete list of accessories, including pre-assembled cabinet with data transmission equipments.  

Technical Features


